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CS 395/495CS 395/495--26: Spring  200226: Spring  2002

IBMR: Week 9B IBMR: Week 9B 

The Camera Matrix The Camera Matrix 
and World Geometryand World Geometry

Chapter 7 (finish)Chapter 7 (finish)

Jack TumblinJack Tumblin
jet@cs.northwestern.edujet@cs.northwestern.edu

RemindersReminders
CTEC Online CTEC Online –– please add your comments…please add your comments…
•• Homework 1 returnHomework 1 return
•• Proj3 Due Thurs May 23Proj3 Due Thurs May 23

HW2 posted on website.HW2 posted on website.
•• HW2 due Thurs May 30HW2 due Thurs May 30

Proj4 posted on website.Proj4 posted on website.
HW 3 CANCELLEDHW 3 CANCELLED

•• Proj4 Due Tues June 11Proj4 Due Tues June 11
•• HW3 Due Tues June 11HW3 Due Tues June 11

The Simplest CameraThe Simplest Camera
PP··X = xX = x World space World space XX image space image space xx

The full planar camera has The full planar camera has 1111 DOF:DOF:

P = P = ([([K|0K|0]]··RR··TT) ) = = 

•• Simplify:Simplify:
–– Aim camera to match image and world axis directions;Aim camera to match image and world axis directions;

e.g.  e.g.  ((xxww,,yyww,,zzww,0) = (,0) = (xxcc,,yycc,,zzcc,0), ,0), 
–– Focal length Focal length f=1f=1,no skew ,no skew αα=1=1, image center = , image center = (1,1,1)(1,1,1)
–– Camera position at Camera position at C = (a,b,c,d) C = (a,b,c,d) yieldsyields

PPminmin ==

ααxxff ss ppxx 00
0  0  ααyyff ppyy 00
0      0      0      0      11 00

coscosθθ --sinsinθθ --sinsinφφ?  ?  ttxx
sinsinθθsinsinφφ coscosθθ --sinsinθθcoscosφφ ttyy

--coscosθθsinsinφφ --sinsinφφ?  ?  coscosθθcoscosφφ ttyy
0            0          0           10            0          0           1

zzcc
CCff

pp

yycc
xxcc

aa 0   0   0   0   --dd
0   0   bb 0   0   --dd
0   0   0   0   c   c   --dd
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The Simplest CameraThe Simplest Camera
PP··X = xX = x World space World space XX image space image space xx

The full planar camera has The full planar camera has 1111 DOF:DOF:
P = P = ([([K|0K|0]]··RR··TT) ) = = 

•• Simplify: letSimplify: let
–– World axes = Image axesWorld axes = Image axes ((xxww,,yyww,,zzww) = () = (xxcc,,yycc,,zzcc))
–– f=1, f=1, αα=1,Principal pt. = image center = (1,1,1)=1,Principal pt. = image center = (1,1,1)
–– Camera position Camera position C = (a,b,c,d)C = (a,b,c,d), and…, and…

PPminmin ==

ααxxf   f   s     ps     pxx 00
0  0  ααyyf   f   ppyy 00
0      0      10      0      1 00

coscosθθ --sinsinθθ --sinsinφφ?  ?  ttxx
--sinsinθθ coscosθθ --sinsinφφ?  ?  ttyy
--sinsinφφ? ? --sinsinφφ? ? coscosφφ ttyy

0        0          0     10        0          0     1

zzcc
CCff

pp

yycc
xxcc

aa 0   00   0 --dd
00 bb 00 --dd
0   00   0 c   c   --dd

Rotations don’t change image content Rotations don’t change image content 
Same Center Point? Same image! Same Center Point? Same image! 

(just a planar (just a planar reprojectionreprojection in Pin P22) ) 

•• The camera center The camera center CC must movemust move to change the image.to change the image.
•• 33--DD image data image data requiresrequires camera movement.camera movement.

no zooming, warping, rotation can change this!no zooming, warping, rotation can change this!

Movement Detection?Movement Detection?
•• Can we do it from images only?Can we do it from images only?

–– 2D projective transforms often LOOK like 32D projective transforms often LOOK like 3--D; D; 
–– External cam. External cam. calibcalib. affects all elements of . affects all elements of PP

•• YES. Camera moved ifYES. Camera moved if--&&--onlyonly--ifif
CameraCamera--ray points (ray points (CC xx XX11,X,X22,…,…) will) will
map to LINE (not a point) in the other imagemap to LINE (not a point) in the other image

•• ‘‘EpipolarEpipolar LineLine’ ==’ == l’l’ = image of= image of LL
•• ‘Parallax’ ‘Parallax’ ==== xx11’’ xx22’ ’ vectorvector

C’C’

CC

xx LL

XX11

XX22

xx22’’
xx11’’

l’l’

Cameras as ProtractorsCameras as Protractors
•• Define worldDefine world--space direction space direction dd::

–– From a From a PP3 3 infinity point  infinity point  XXdd =  =  [[xxdd yydd zzdd 0]0]TT

define  define  d == [d == [xxdd yydd zzdd]]

•• Set camera at world origin, axes alignedSet camera at world origin, axes aligned
–– (e.g. (e.g. C=(0,0,0,1)C=(0,0,0,1), , ((xxww,,yyww,,zzww) = () = (xxcc,,yycc,,zzcc)) ))
–– (Danger! now mixing P2, P3…)(Danger! now mixing P2, P3…)

–– Link direction Link direction dd to image pt. to image pt. x=(x=(xxcc,,yycc,,zzcc):):
PXPXdd = [K|= [K|II]]XXdd == Kd Kd = x= x

•• Ray thru image pt. Ray thru image pt. xx has direction has direction d = Kd = K--11xx
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Cameras as ProtractorsCameras as Protractors
•• Angle between Angle between CC and 2 image points and 2 image points xx11,x,x22

(see book pg 199)(see book pg 199)

coscos θθ =   =   xx11
T T (K(K--TTKK--11)) xx22

(x(x11
T T (K(K--TTKK--11)) xx11)(x)(x22

TT (K(K--TTKK--11) ) xx22))

•• Image line Image line LL defines a plane defines a plane ππL L 
–– (Careful! (Careful! PP33 world =world =PP22 camera axes here!)camera axes here!)

–– Plane normal direction:Plane normal direction:
n = Kn = KT T LL CC

xx22

xx11

LL

θθ

dd22

dd11

nn

Cameras as ProtractorsCameras as Protractors
•• Angle between Angle between CC and 2 image points and 2 image points xx11,x,x22

(see book pg 199)(see book pg 199)

coscos θθ =   =   xx11
T T (K(K--TTKK--11)) xx22

(x(x11
T T (K(K--TTKK--11)) xx11)(x)(x22

TT (K(K--TTKK--11) ) xx22))

•• Image line L defines a plane Image line L defines a plane ππL L 
–– (Careful! P(Careful! P33 world =Pworld =P22 camera axes here!)camera axes here!)

–– Plane normal direction:Plane normal direction:
n = Kn = KT T LL CC

xx22

xx11

LL

θθ

dd22

dd11

nnSomething Special Something Special 
here?       Yeshere?       Yes!!

Cameras as ProtractorsCameras as Protractors
What is What is (K(K--TTKK--11) ) ??
•• Recall Recall PP33 Conic Weirdness:Conic Weirdness:

–– Plane at infinity Plane at infinity ππ∞∞ holds all ‘horizon points’ holds all ‘horizon points’ dd (‘universe wrapper’)(‘universe wrapper’)

–– Absolute Conic Absolute Conic ΩΩ∞∞ isis imaginary outermost circle of imaginary outermost circle of ππ∞∞
•• for ANY camera,for ANY camera,

Translation won’t change ‘Horizon point’ images:Translation won’t change ‘Horizon point’ images:
PP XXdd = x = = x = KRKRdd (pg200)(pg200)

•• Absolute conic is inside Absolute conic is inside ππ∞∞; it’s all ‘horizon points’; it’s all ‘horizon points’
•• for ANY camera,for ANY camera,

P P ΩΩ∞∞ = = (K(K--TTKK--11) ) = = = = ‘‘IImage ofmage of AAbsolutebsolute CConiconic’’
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Why do we care?Why do we care?
P P ΩΩ∞∞ = = (K(K--TTKK--11) ) = = = = ‘‘IImage ofmage of AAbsolutebsolute CConiconic’’

•• IAC is a ‘magic tool’ for camera calibration IAC is a ‘magic tool’ for camera calibration KK
•• Recall Recall ΩΩ∞∞ let us find let us find HH fromfrom perpperp. lines.. lines.
•• Much better than ‘vanishing pt.’ methodsMuch better than ‘vanishing pt.’ methods

•• With IAC, find  With IAC, find  PP matrix from an image of matrix from an image of 
just just 33 (non(non--coplanar) squares…coplanar) squares…

ENDEND


